Greek Council Minutes
9/10/09
Meeting opened at 7:07pm
F ’09-002
Motion to pass minutes from 9/10/09: UDE
2nd: ZDT

Community Service Coordinator

- 9/11/09- John needs two more people to go play video games at the countryside care center from 1030-1130am. Meet in his office at 1020am
- 9/19/09- 930am-3pm woofs and wags at the legion, 8-10 people are needed
- 9/26/09- family day, there will be plenty to do. Chef Rotter wants 4 organizations with 6 people from each organization to wear letters and serve food. Sign up in OCCC.
- **If you did move-in crew and are not an orientation leader or RA make sure you turn your hours in to OCCC or to your organizations community service rep.**

Sergeant of Arms

- RUSH week is 9/27-10/2/09
- Hazing Conference and Movie are October 8th at 7pm in the Pit
- SFX is fined $15 for being late to last weeks meeting, see Kasey after tonight’s meeting
- 9/27/09- @ 9am interest meetings may begin and RUSH banners may go up, everything must be down by 5pm on 10/2/09
- There are to be no interest meetings before 9/27/09, however, you may have events with your organization and prospects if they are open to the whole school
- When hanging up RUSH materials do not put anything in bushes or trees, no glass, no elevators, NO STAIRWAYS, tape must be on the back of fliers, try to avoid paint if possible, and John has to approve everything that goes up.
- 10/20/09- 9am pledging may begin
- 11/18/09- 515pm pledging must end

Senator

- 9/27/09-1pm meet the greek bbq between gerry and dubois
- 9/11/09- Martha Vink will be doing a living remembrance at 12pm between Alumni and the gazebo
- Marty welcomed everyone, Senate meets at 5:15pm, Wednesdays in Alumni hall
- Lisa Knapp gave her office hours, Monday’s 11-12 and 1-2, she stressed the importance of showing up to Senate, if you are late it is a $10 fine and if you do not show up it is a $25 fine.
- Mike Specioso gave his office hours, Tuesdays and Thursdays 2-3pm
• There will be a meeting for all club Treasurers next Monday in Thurston hall at 4pm, and next Wednesday at 6pm in Alumni hall. **This is mandatory**
• Mike is looking for finance committee reps
• Jeff Abraham gave his office hours, Wednesday 12-2pm and Friday 12-2pm
• Activities fair is from 7-10pm in the Clark Field House on 9/22/09, setup may begin at 530, $100 fine for not showing up.
• 9/12/09- Saturday night jam in the field house 10pm-2am, $5 for students $15 for guests, there will be a dance competition with $300 going to the winner
• Than Oo gave his office hours, Monday 10-12 and Friday 10-12
• Looking for foodservice committee nominees
• Watch out for Swine Flu
• Campus is trying to get Telemundo

**Secretary**

• Rosters need to be emailed to Terri ([t_brauer33@stumail.delhi.edu](mailto:t_brauer33@stumail.delhi.edu)) and John Huber no later then 5pm on 9/18/09
• The rosters can be found on the campus website
• Minutes will be posted on the campus website no later then Sunday
• **To get to these documents go to the SUNY Delhi homepage, campus life, student activities, greek organizations**
• E-boards office hours are posted on the Greek Council/Student Senate door

**Treasurer**

• Kasey is willing to help people set-up CADI accounts, they must be set up by 9/18/09
• Everyone will start with $150 in their account
• After finance committee meets further account info will be given

**Vice President**

• Constitutions need to be emailed to Kamil ([k_alexander48@stumail.delhi.edu](mailto:k_alexander48@stumail.delhi.edu)) and John by 5pm on 9/18/09

**President**

• Since we are all one big loving family we sang Happy Birthday to ZDT sister Amber Recinella, and gave her a crown 😊

**Advisor**

• Yay for the 3 advisors that are here
• New starting this week GREEK OF THE WEEK, someone who goes above and beyond, congrats to Kenny Lorazno from ZPO, way to go Kenny.
• Stop spreading random rumors, if you have a question tell your president or greek council rep and have them bring it to John
• Don’t miss due dates or you are going to get fined

Old Business

Nominations for Committees
Each Committee will have four members (chosen by e-board)

Recognition and Retention Committee
1. Kenny Loranzo-ZPO-accepted
2. Jeff Borgus-LIU-accepted
3. Amanda Welsh-MIU-accepted
4. Sally Silverman-ZPO-accepted
5. Andrew Burns-TKE-accepted
6. Nate Luck-TDX-accepted
7. Dave Mendez-TDX-accepted
8. Jeff Abraham-UDE-accepted
9. Rocco Pesce-BKX-accepted

Events
1. Ivy Hattum-PiNu-accepted
2. Crystal Santiago-ZPO-accepted
3. Rocco Pesce-BKX-accepted
4. James Meade-LIU-accepted
5. Janine-OXO-accepted
6. Jenny-OXO-accepted
7. Katelynn Polacco-ZDT-accepted
8. Liz Kielbasz-ZDT-accepted
9. Corey Miglianti-ZDT-accepted

Finance
1. Denelle-BKX-accepted
2. Danielle Shafer-UDE-accepted
3. Landry Rubino-MIU-accepted
4. David W.-TG-accepted
5. Billy Morrison-TKE-accepted
6. Clarissa Robinson-OXO-accepted
7. Danielle Fritsche-OXO-accepted
8. Julie Marsh-MIU-accepted
9. Sean Meallister-UDE-accepted
10. Jess K-OXO-accepted
11. Tom Stagnitta-TDX-accepted
Standards + Traditions
1. Joe Michaud-ZPO-accepted
2. Deanna Kani-UDE-accepted
3. Joe Laform-ZPO-accepted
4. Andre Lynch-DOE-accepted
5. Vince Carter-BKX-accepted
6. Chi-SOE-accepted
7. Lisa Knapp-ZDT-accepted
8. David V.-UDE-accepted
9. Caitlin Hefner-ZDT-accepted

Community Service
1. Raisa-SFX-accepted
2. Jessica James-MIU-accepted
3. Sean Mcallister- UDE-accepted
4. Kenny-ZPO-accepted
5. Al H.-ZPO-accepted
6. Crystal Santiago-ZPO-accepted
7. Cornbread-DOE-accepted
8. Victor Pena-LIU-accepted
9. Kerri Connolly-OXO-accepted
10. Danielle Shafer-UDE-accepted
11. Collin C.-LIU-accepted
12. Brenna Leskody-ZDT-accepted
13. Andy-DOE-accepted

You will be notified by email if you are chosen for one of the above mentioned committees

New Business

- Nothing

Open Discussion

- UDE has an idea to do a “speed rushing” event, 2 people from each organization sit at a table and talk to prospective greeks and after a set amount of time is up the prospective members move on to the next table
- BKX has an idea to do a Jar war, they will bring rules and more info to the next meeting, they would like to do this from 10/5-10/9/09, the winners will get all of the money collected to donate to the charity of their choice.
- UDE is starting a petition to get sports coaches to let their athletes pledge
- ZPO is offering ice carvings for any organization that wants them for RUSH week, the block of ice is 20x10x5 and the cost is $50 (greek council may pay half), see the order for that they handed out for more information
- ZPO and Escoffier club are having an Iron Chef competition on 10/25/09 in Alumni hall, there will be 5 teams with 2 members per team, there will be a fee
not sure how much yet, ACF judges will be there to judge the competition, more details will follow

- Please get your murals out of Thurston, if you are still interested in having them framed please speak to Jeff from LIU (J_borgus99@stumail.delhi.edu)

**Announcements**

John needs people to put fliers under doors tomorrow: thanks ZDT and Kasey

Motion to close the meeting at 8:22 pm: TDX
2nd: TKE